THE TOPOLOGY OF INTEGRABLE DIFFERENTIAL FORMS NEAR
Sing(<o) = {p e U \ a,{p) == o for all i == i, ...,%}.
The solutions of this equation are the integral manifolds of TC and by Frobenius 9 theorem define a codimension one foliation. This foliation plus Sing(<o) will be called the singular foliation of co. A natural problem to consider is the search for a significant class of integrable i-forms co for which the induced singular foliation is susceptible of a topological description. Next, one would wish to characterize among these forms those which are stable in the sense that all nearby integrable i-forms induce foliations which are equivalent up to homeomorphism, the reason for this being to augment the set of integrable i-forms whose induced singular foliation can be understood. Dimension two is special since the above equation becomes in this case an ordinary differential equation. The answer to this problem is then well-known: the first jet of co at a singularity being hyperbolic characterizes the topology of the singular foliation associated to any i-form close to G).
Starting in dimension three, however, the problem has a different nature, and, as we will see, the first jet of co at a singularity does not give enough information about many integrable i-forms.
A natural way of defining integrable i-forms with singularity p eC" is to write co == gdf where f is a holomorphic function with a critical point p and g is holomorphic with g{p) =(= o. We say that g~1 is an integrating factor of co. The family of i-forms defined in this way is quite general; in fact, it was shown by B. Malgrange [7] , that the germ at peC" of a holomorphic integrable i-form co, co(^) == o, admits an integrating factor provided that the set of singularities of G) has codimension >: 3. It is easy to see in this case that co is stable in the space of holomorphic i-forms if and only if p is a nondegenerate critical point for f and so its topology is characterized by the i-jet of <x) at p. More general criteria for finding integrating factors have been studied by J. F. Mattel and R. Moussu [8] , [10] .
A different family of integrable i-forms is the one induced by Lie group actions. For instance, the integrable i-forms in R 3 given by co = ^x^dx^ + \x^dx^ + ^x^dx^, \ + X, if i +j have as leaves the orbits of a linear action of the group R 2 . These i-forms and their perturbations were thoroughly studied in [6] . They have a remarkable property: the first jet at o eR 3 , ^(co)^, vanishes, and this is a stable property under G^perturbations of co which are null at o e R 3 . That many integrable i-forms arise from Lie group actions is a consequence of Theorems i and 2 of Chapter II, where we concentrate on dimension three.
Consider the power series development of a holomorphic i-form co with a singularity at oeC 3 :
(0==<^+(0^+0)^3 + ..., k^I,
where the coefficients ofco., j^_ky are homogeneous polynomials of degree j. Then: Suppose oeC 3 is an algebraically isolated zero of d^ and k ^3. Then there is a holomorphic change of coordinates f and holomorphic vector fields X and Y such that f*^ == co^; = i^iy{dx^ A dx^ A dx^) and [X, Y] = Y. In fact X = ,--I, I(A:) == x, and d^ == i^(dx^ A dx^ A dxo).
In other words, co embeds in an action of the group of affine transformations of the complex line. When k == 2 one obtains that co^ embeds in an action of the group C 2 .
These homogeneous i-forms co^, k>_^, are also stable in the following sense: This is Theorem 5 for dimension three; it gives an idea of how thin the space of differential i-forms can become after the integrability condition is imposed. The where ^ means that ^ is omitted in the product. Then:
The equivalence class of {Xi, ...,\JCC under the action of Gl(2, R) is the only topological invariant of the real codimension two filiation with singularities defined by co. This is Theorem 7.
The homogeneous forms considered up to this point constitute examples of regular forms, a notion which will be introduced now and which, as it turns out, endows a form with stability properties. We write H^ to denote the set of homogeneous p-forms of degree k on C" and for co G H^ let Tf: H^->H^,_i and S": C^H^i be Tj°(a) == a A rfco + <*> A da and S"^) == L^co, the Lie derivative of co along a. Then we say that co eH^ is regular if: a) co is integrable, b) Ker(Tj 0 ) ={0} for j^k-2 and c) Ker(T^_i) == Im S 0 . Although this concept has a technical character, the mappings involved in its definition appear naturally in the integrability condition. For instance, if ZS == UQ + (^i + • • • + ^ is a polynomial integrable i-form, T^^^-i) = o is the term of degree 2k -2 of the equation S A dZ = o. On the other hand, one can identify many integrable i-forms which are regular. For instance, when n == 3 and co e H^ is such that </co has an algebraically isolated zero at o e C 3 , then co is regular. (Lemmas 2 and 3 of Chapter II.) Also the i-form in C"
is regular (Proposition 4), although afco has no isolated zeros for n^:3. Chapter III is devoted to the study of homogeneous regular forms and is preparatory to the stability theorem proved in Chapter IV, which goes as follows:
Let ^(R^ be the set of regular homogeneous i-forms of degree k. Definê (R^ = {o e ^(R") [ dim In^S") =^}. Then Theorem 5 asserts:
Mj[(ci)) C U ^ <z% embedded submanifold of codimension t and is stable in the following sense: for any relatively compact subset PCM^((x)), there exists a neighborhood N of co, such that if T] e N then MJ^T)) has a relatively compact subset P diffeomorphic and close to P.
A similar version holds for C".
We start Chapter I with a recollection of the de Rham division theorem as it will be used frequently throughout this paper.
I. -PRELIMINARIES. THE DE RHAM DIVISION THEOREM Throughout this paper we use the letter K to denote R or C. Let A^(n) be the set of germs at zero of differential p-forms of class C°° (A == oo), analytic or holomorphic (A == H) in a neighborhood of zero in R n or C 1 . Then A^(n) is a module with coefficients in A°^{n).
Definition. -We say that <o e A\{n) has the division property (in A^ (n) ) if for any i<_p<_n-i and aeA^(n) such that o)Aa==o there is peA^" 1^) such that
It is clear that co has the division property if and only if the following sequence, where G)'(a) == (x) A a, is exact for i <_ p <^ n -i
A^W-^AW-^A^n).
Definition. -An r-tuple {a^, ... A proof of the following theorem and its corollary can be found in [10] or [n] . he vector field Y is called the rotation of co and will be denoted by rot (o. We say that o e K 3 is an algebraically isolated zero of Ao if it is an algebraically isolated zero for rot co. When this happens we say that co is simple at o e K 3 . It is easy to verify that this condition is independent of the coordinate system.
From the integrability condition co A du = o one obtains
and if co is simple at o e K 3 we have ty^) == °? ^^ rot (0 ls tangent to the leaves of <o.
i. Integrable i-forms and Lie group actions.
An integrable i-form is called homogeneous when all its coefficients are homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. 
here Y=rot(o)fc) and X{x^, x^ x^) =--{x^x^x^).
Proof. -One has iy^ = o. Then by the de Rham theorem c^ === iya = z'x^Yŵ here X is linear, X(A:)=A.A:. Moreover, 
By the homogeneity of Y, DY(z/) .v = (A -i)Y(y). So

BY(y)==^(A-i)Y(y).
Since o e C 1 is an isolated zero ofY, Y(^) is an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue (JL(A --i).
Similarly Y^y) is an eigenvector ofB with eigenvalue [s.{k -i) 3 . Since k -i ^ 2 this implies that (JL == o. So all eigenvalues ofB vanish. Therefore B^^o for some o <_ I <_ n -i. We proceed to show that £ == o.
If on the contrary f>o, there exists zeC" such that B^+o. Since 
Finite Determinacy.
Here we consider integrable i-forms in K 3 which can be written as co = co^ + R, Remark, -The theorem is also true for k == 2 in the following case. Let (Og^j^ci))^ and Y=rot cog. In this case Y is a linear vector field in K 3 and (Og can be written as u^=i^i^{Q,)y where X is linear. If we assume that there is a linear combination aX + b\ satisfying non resonance conditions in the G 00 case or Siegel's conditions in the analytic case (cf. [13] and [12] ), then Theorem 3 is true for co. 
Polynomial Integrable Forms.
Here we study integrable i-forms whose coefficients are polynomials of degreê^3 -Such a form is written The main result of this section is that under the hypothesis that o e K 3 is an algebraically isolated zero of d^ then o is, modulo a translation, a homogeneous form of degree k.
Lemma 2. -Let co^i be a homogeneous form of degree k -i and <o^ as above. Then Proof. -By Theorem i we have ^==^^{0) where </co^= iy(£2). Then ?x(^o)fc) == (*)fc. From (i) we obtain
Using the interior product iy in (2) we get
where y is constant.
We obtain:^x
Conversely, since co^; A rfco^ == o we have
Therefore if (o^_i= L^O)^ we obtain (i).
• where Rfc_a is a polynomial form of degree k-2.
• In § i, Chapter III, we shall see examples of homogeneous i-forms in K", n> 3, which satisfy conditions (5), (6) . This motivates the following definition.
Definition. -Let co^ be a homogeneous i-form of degree k in K". We say that (^ is regular if it satisfies conditions (5) and (6) above.
With the same proof of Theorem 3, we have: 
III. -REGULAR INTEGRABLE FORMS
The notion of regularity plays a fundamental role in the study of stability properties of integrable forms. In this chapter we derive its main properties.
!• Regular Homogeneous i-forms.
Let E be a vector space over the field K (K = R or C) and let T] be a p-form on E. We say that T] is homogeneous of degree k if there exists a linear coordinate system on E in which T) is expressed as a homogeneous p-form of degree k, i.e. all coefficients of the expression of T] in this coordinate system are homogeneous polynomials of degree k. Of course, if T] is homogeneous of degree k in some linear coordinate system, then the same is true for all linear coordinate systems on E. We denote by H^(E), or simply H^, the set of all homogeneous p-forms of degree k on E.
The condition of regularity, given before can be expressed as follows. Where a^ e C and the symbol ;?, means omission of ^ in the product. Every form of type (9) is integrable and in fact they are induced by C"" 1 linear actions on C", in the following sense.
Let X^, ..., X^_i be linear commutative vector fields in C". Assume X^i, ...,A:J=(a^, ...,a^J, aJeC, i<_i<_n, i<.j<^n-i.
Define <*> == ^x^A...AX"_^( a )5 ^here ti = rf^A ... A dx^. Then it is easy to see that co has an expression like in (9) , where fl, = ± det(A,) and \ is the (n -i) X (n -i) minor obtained from (aj)^^_^ by deleting the i-th column. This case corresponds to the canonical form for an open and dense set of linear C"" 1 actions on C". In the case of linear K 1 ' 1 actions on R" we can in the same way induce an integrable i-form co and the canonical form is
for an open and dense set of actions, where x = {x^, ..., ^), u = (u^ ..., u^), y==(^,...,^), k+^==n and/(^^y)=^..
.^+yS---(^+^).
If we complexity (10) then it can be reduced to the form (9) which is easier in handling algebraic computations. So we assume in the real case that co is complexified and is like in (9) .
Observe that (9) or (10) can be considered as i-forms in K/", where m>_n. We have the following. (i. i) Proof of Proposition 1. -Let <o e ^(E) and consider as before the operators T^(a) = a A rfco + co A </a, a e H^1 and S°(a) = L^o>), fl e K". By definition we have that (7) Ker(T^)={o} \fo^j<_k-2 and
We want to prove that (7) and (8) 
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Since a does not depend on y we get pdcx. == dp A a and a A rfa == o. From this get pd<^ = dp A (o. We need a lemma. Proof. -If j ==o we get j&rfco == o and since Ao =j= o then p ==o. If Q<j<^k then the equation j&rfco == ^ A co implies that dp^du==o or ^ A Ao + co A flf(^) = o and since co is regular we get dp == o if O<J^A-I and ^==L,,(co), yeK^, if j === A. In the case o < j <_ k -i we get p == o because p is homogeneous. Let us consider the case j = k. In this case Ls,(co) = dp implies that L^(rfco) = o and pdu == dp A co implies
Since Ly(^) has degree k -i it follows that L^) == o.
n Now let X(^) = S X^IBX^. Then dp /\^ == pd<^ implies that kpu -qdp = i^(dp
where ^ == ^x( Now I = dim In^S^) == codim Ke^S"), so that applying Lemma 5 inductively it is / possible to find a linear coordinate system (^i, ..., x^) such that co = S <^(x^, ..., ^)rf^.
On the other hand, suppose we could write co with m < t variables. In this case it is easy to see that codim Ke^S") ^ m < ^ which is a contradiction. Hence rank(o)) = i.
• The idea is to show that in this case ^A = o so that du == o which contradicts the hypothesis. In fact, suppose that we had ^A =t= o. In this case d^ =f= o and it can be shown that the matrix {a^) has rank at most 2 (see [5] or [9] ). This proves that daLj^ ^ o in any case.
By the above argument we can suppose that ^^.^== o^, does not depend on y or dy. Let peH^(E^i) be such that The rank of <o at p is the minimum number of variables in which co can be written in a neighborhood of p. We use the notation rank (co) for the rank of <o at p. Geometrically the fact that rank (co) ==w<n, means that the foliation defined by co is locally equivalent at p to the product of a codimension one singular foliation in K^ by K"-Ê xamples 1) If <o is a regular homogeneous i-form of degree k^ then ranko(co) = dim Im^S"), where S^a) = I^(co), aeK^ (cf.Prop.2).
2) If co is an integrable i-form such that c0y = o and Aop + o, then ranky(co) = 2 (cf. bL [9] )-3) Let co e I r (U) (r^ 4) and suppose that there exist p e U and a 3-dimensional plane F C K" such that p e F andj& is a hyperbolic singularity of the vector field rot(co/F). Then rankp(co) = 3. The proof can be found in [6] .
It is an open question to know whether a i-form co e r(U) with .P"" In fact, to obtain (**) it is sufficient to make j = i, 2, 3 in (*). On the other hand, if the conditions (**) are true, it is sufficient to apply the relation Ao A du == o to obtain (*) for j^:4. For more details see [6] . Write M^(<o) to denote the set of regular singularities of order k of co and
Denote by G^M, N) the set of all C 8 maps from the manifold M to N, endowed with the G^uniform topology. In contrast with the real case, integrable forms in the complex domain are in general not structurally stable in C^ n>_ 3. For one of the families of regular forms given in this paper this remark follows from the more general theorem: Proof. -The leaves ofco are the same as the orbits of the C^" ^action 9 generated by the commuting vector fields 
